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ne w s and v ie w s to help y ou win in business

business owners & their
management teams –
pulling in
the same direction?
Have you considered giving key
employees a stake in your company?
It’s a sensible idea. Business coaches
will tell you that this can help to attract
and retain ambitious and capable people,
and align their motivations with your own
desire for the business to grow. As part of
the changes, which will take effect in April
next year, a new £5,000 dividend income
allowance will be introduced. This allowance
means that any dividend payments received
by individuals after this date, up to a value
of £5,000 in any tax year, will be tax-free.
Recognising the incentive this could provide
for employees in share schemes, some
employers are considering introducing them
for the first time.
A word of caution though – in giving
that stake in your business to your
employees you could also land them
with a less than motivational tax liability!
There are tax efficient ways of doing this
though – so we have laid out below some
of the routes available and the broad tax
implications.

employees. Such an arrangement sees
shares being issued to them at full market
value but the price left unpaid against the
shares – effectively a debt is created which
your employees will at some stage have to
settle.
It is commonplace for partly paid
shares to have restricted rights so you
could avoid having the employees sitting in
on shareholder decisions if you so wished.
But there is an element of risk for the
employees in this scenario. They have
committed to pay the current market
value of the shares, but what if the
company value declines? They could find
themselves owing more on the shares than
they are able to recoup from their sale.

1. new shares issued to your employees
Your employees will be subject to income
tax (and potentially national insurance) on
the difference between the market value
of the shares they receive and the amount
they pay for them. They will be out of
pocket either as a result of the tax bill or
having to buy the shares!
It’s worth noting that the employees
now have shareholder rights and can
vote in meetings and receive dividends.
While you will be happy for them to be
focussed on growing your business, you
may not necessarily want them involved in
shareholder decisions!

3. share options
A share option is a right to buy shares at
a future time at a pre-determined price.
They are commonly used to incentivise
management teams without giving them
shareholder rights initially. Often share
options only become exercisable when
certain conditions have been met or a
particular scenario emerges, such as the
sale of the company.
Subject to meeting the necessary
conditions, tax favoured share option
arrangements, such as an Enterprise
Management Incentive (EMI) scheme,
could be put in place to ensure that,
despite your employees holding options
rather than shares, any growth in the
value of the company between them
receiving the option and selling their
shares would still be taxed as capital
gains rather than more costly income tax.
Unapproved share options do not carry
such tax benefits.

2. partly paid shares
Using a partly paid share arrangement can
help to defer the financial impact on the

4. “flowering shares”
The potential for using “flowering shares”
as a business planning tool extends
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TEAM TALK
It’s not often that I highlight
particular articles as a ‘must
read’ but we have two this
edition. There are significant
changes ahead on dividend
taxation and, as most of
our limited company clients
pay dividends, you really need to plan for
them. Coupled with that are the forthcoming
changes in the Annual Investment Allowance,
which are particularly important if you’re
thinking of buying equipment or plant in the
next six months.
At McBrides, five new members of staff
have recently joined us and the practice is
growing nicely – thanks in no small part to
your recommendations and referrals which
are always very welcome. We are also
working on a new website and fresh branding
in time for the next newsletter.
So, and I can’t believe I’m saying this
already, it just leaves me to wish you and
your families a very happy and peaceful
Christmas and best wishes for a healthy and
prosperous 2016!

Nick Paterno, managing partner
linkedin.com/in/nickpaterno

beyond just incentivising management.
you can read about how these work and
the various ways they can be used for tax
on page 2, the tax benefits of "flowering
shares" in a non-trading company.
Definitely worth a read!
The most appropriate way to give your
employees a stake in the company will
depend on the facts of each case: your
preferences as a shareholder, the current
value of, and future intentions for, the
company and the employees' financial
position will all be key. We can help you
find and implement a solution that best fits
your commercial needs - tax efficiently.
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McBrides
nigel’s memories prompt others
Nigel Kimber's piece for our last
newsletter relating highlights from
his 30 years in practice prompted an
outpouring of nostalgia from readers
and some very funny anecdotes.
Thanks for sharing them with us!
Here is just one of them, from Sue
Hutchings, also a Chartered Accountant
and good friend of the practice:
Hi Nigel
You are but a youngster - I started my
training contract in August 1984. Many of

the anecdotes resonated with me.
My stories included doing a stocktake
in a fridge for 5 hours on a baking hot
summer's day and having to change into
ski kit.
As a more mature driver, passing at
23 I turned up the day after passing my
test at a client's premises on an industrial
estate to find the only parking space was
between the two directors' cars - a 7
series and a 5 series BMW. It was very
narrow and I decided that the shame of

asking them to park my car was less than
the shame would be if I scratched theirs - I
was in to mitigating risk at an early stage .
But by far the worst day was when I
parked my car at Ruxley and returned to
see that as my handbrake wasn't properly
on, it had rolled not directly back into the
Mini behind, but diagonally back into the
boss’s Aston Martin. Did I escape down
the A20 never to return, or confess?
May you enjoy parking in your fully
deserved space.
Yours Sue

the tax benefits of “flowering
shares” in a non-trading company
20% to ensure that they get their full share
rights.

We were recently asked by a director
and shareholder in a property
investment company about tax efficient
alternatives to Enterprise Management
Incentives (which are not available
to non-trading companies). He was
also keen to shelter his family from
inheritance tax if he left his shares to his
children in his will.
We told him about “flowering shares”,
which could be useful in helping to reduce
the tax burdens in his case, and could also
be of general interest to readers.
“Flowering shares” are shares which do
not initially have rights to participate fully
in the value of a company until a target of
some kind has been met – often growth in
the company’s value or increased sales.
The level of uncertainty in meeting the

target will influence the degree to which the
“flowering share” value is lower than that
of an ordinary share when it is first issued.
Let’s take two different examples and see
how it might work:
“flowering shares” to motivate
employees
Say a share in Company A is currently
worth £10,000. If a “flowering share” is
created which “flowers” when the company
value increases by 20% this share is likely
to be valued below £10,000 now due to the
uncertainty in meeting the target - perhaps
it might be just £4,000. Giving an employee
a “flowering share” rather than ordinary
share would see them save income tax on
£6,000 in this example and they would be
motivated to boost the company value by

“flowering shares” for inheritance tax
planning
An inheritance tax liability can arise where
shares are gifted and the transferor dies
within 7 years of the date of the gift, or
are left in a will. Gifting shares sooner
rather than later could take them out of
inheritance tax but you may not wish to
give away control and ownership of your
company too early or suffer capital gains
tax.
“Flowering shares” can be useful here
as they could be created with a target date
for “flowering” some years into the future,
and then gifted to your children. The gift
would be subject to a lower capital gains
tax charge and subject only to inheritance
tax (on the lesser market value of the
“flowering share“) if you die within 7 years
of the gift. In this way, you can pass to
your children the rights of ownership of the
company at some point in the future whilst
reducing your potential inheritance tax
exposure.
“Flowering shares” must be set up
correctly to secure the tax and valuation
benefits. If you feel these could be useful in
your situation we would highly recommend
you seek advice and we would welcome
the opportunity to discuss them with you.
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planning on investing in plant & machinery?
timing could be key for early tax relief
Many business owners will be familiar
with the Annual Investment Allowance
(AIA) - a form of Capital Allowance (the
tax deductible equivalent to
depreciation) introduced in April 2008
to enable businesses to get an
immediate tax deduction for the full
cost of qualifying plant and machinery,
up to a specified annual amount.
With the changes announced in the
last Budget came the news that from 1
January 2016 the AIA would decrease
from the current £500,000 to £200,000 –
a considerable improvement on the
£25,000 that it was expected to reduce to!
What we had hoped to see alongside
this change, was an alteration to the rules
for businesses with accounting periods
“straddling” 31 December 2015. However,
it was not to be.

The transitional rules for the decrease
operate somewhat unfairly: a business
with capital expenditure from 1 January
2016 will be subject to an AIA limit of the
time-apportioned £200,000, regardless of
the potential for them to have unutilised
AIA from the pre 1 January 2016 period.
We demonstrate the impact with an
example:
Example: two businesses with a year
ended 31 March 2016 both anticipate
spending £120,000 on qualifying capital
expenditure in the year, however, their
timing of expenditure will differ.
Business 1 will spend £120,000 in
December 2015 – they will receive full AIA
relief on the £120,000.
Business 2 will spend £120,000 in

dividend tax changes prompt
remuneration health checks
Many owner-managers extract
remuneration from their company
through a combination of salary and
dividends. This has been the most taxefficient route for some years. However
in his latest Budget the Chancellor
announced increased effective rates of
dividend taxes (see table below) and the
introduction of a £5,000 ‘tax free’ annual
dividend allowance. We summarise the
ramifications for you here.
company vs sole trade or
partnership
Basic (up to £32k p.a. from April 2016) 0%
7.5%
For businesses with profits up to
Higher (up to £150k p.a.)
25%
32.5%
£140k it will still be more tax efficient
Additional
30.56% 38.1%
to be incorporated and extract profits
through dividends. Above £140k there is a
salary vs dividend
maximum 0.3% tax saving, so we do not
For most owner-managers it will still be
expect that this small saving will influence
more tax efficient to remunerate
incorporation decisions. Indeed, where
themselves principally via dividends. But
profits are retained in a company for
the tax saving will be reduced by the new
reinvestment in the business there will be
measures.
Rate band

January 2016 – they will be entitled to only
£50,000 AIA against this spend (being
3/12 of the £200,000 limit) despite them
having not exceeded £200,000 across the
entire period. The remaining £70,000 will
attract only writing down allowances at
18% or 8% p.a. depending on the nature
of the spend.
So, if you anticipate incurring capital
expenditure in your business and your
accounting period begins before 31
December 2015 and ends after 1 January
2016, consider bringing forward the date
of your capital expenditure.
With the impact of these transitional
rules and the timing of expenditure, it is
important to take professional advice in
order to maximise the tax benefits to your
business of the AIA.

2015/16 2016/17

considerably higher tax savings. Other
commercial factors continue to be relevant
to decisions on which structure best suits
your business.
the £5,000 tax free allowance
While you will pay no tax on the first
£5,000 of dividends received each year, it
is still technically taxable income (albeit at
a rate of 0%), so will be
relevant for other purposes,
such as state benefits
applications and whether
the child benefit tax charge
for higher earners applies to
you. On the plus side, it may
encourage greater use of employee share
ownership schemes.
our advice
If the distributable reserves are available,
there may be a case for directors taking
higher than usual dividends during this tax
year in some, but NOT ALL cases, to save
tax in the longer term. However beware
cashflow implications and remember to
take account of other shareholders’ needs.
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welcoming Jane Girling our new HR manager

HR Manager Jane Girling (centre) flanked by other new joiners. Left to right, Katrina Wells
(management accounts & bookkeeping), Mia Driscoll (trainee accountant), Laura Cork (marketing
& secretarial), and Patrick Duncan (trainee accountant).

Jane Girling is now fully ensconced
in her role as our new payroll and
HR Manager. Following an enjoyable
period of time in central London at
The Folio Society, a publisher of fine
books, Jane has recently taken on
Keith Utton's role at McBrides.
With the hand-over process
completed, Jane is getting on with
managing client payroll services, our inhouse payroll and HR duties put in place
by predecessor Keith. Jane says: “I really
enjoyed the two month hand-over period
where I was able to work alongside Keith
and understand the role he has occupied
for 27 years. Keith was very generous
and gracious and I feel confident going

forward that I can continue to provide a
great service to clients as well as putting
my own stamp on things.”
Jane will be assisting the nine
students currently working at McBrides.
“I’m looking forward to seeing them grow,
helping them through the process of
exams and watching them qualify. I’m
particularly impressed by the processes
put in place here to support students.
I’m also looking forward to hearing more
about the ‘Sparkle At The Castle’ event
being organised by staff partner Tanya
Hamilton and our senior tax adviser
Emma Haggarty which aims to encourage
young business women with their
networking skills.”
november
2
Submission date of P46 (Car) for quarter
to 5 October.

winter
deadlines
october
31 Last day to file 2015 paper Tax Return
without incurring penalties.

december
31 End of relevant year for taxable distance
supplies to UK for VAT registration
purposes.
•
End of relevant year for cross-border
acquisitions of taxable goods in the UK
for VAT registration purposes.
•
Filing date for Company Tax Return Form
CT600 for period ended 31 December 2014.
january
1
Due date for payment of Corporation Tax
for period ended 31 March 2015.

Tanya Hamilton and Emma Haggarty
have been collaborating on a new and
exciting event aimed at helping young
women in business (under the age of
30) to meet and make valuable
connections with liked-minded
professionals. Sparkle at the Castle
will be held on Wednesday 4th
November in the stunning setting of
Westenhanger Castle in Hythe.
Attendees will get the chance to take
part in a comedy workshop, network with
their peers and hear from female business
champions assembled for the day
including: Deborah Turner FSB women’s
champion and founder of You Image
Consultancy, Tina Burgon of Unicomp Ltd,
Leah Buckingham-Warner of Butterfly
Marketing, Tina Halperin from Keep it
Kent and Tanya Hamilton, our staff partner
at McBrides. Tanya will be talking about
working in a corporate environment and
maintaining a work life balance.
If you are a woman looking to network
with like-minded young professional
women, or have a member of staff who
could benefit from the event then do get in
touch: www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/sparkle-atthe-castle-business-event-for-youngwomen-151-04112015- tickets-19042653088.
14

Due date for income tax for the CT61
quarter to 31 December 2015.
19/22 Quarter 3 2015/16 PAYE remittance
due.
31 First self assessment payment on
account for 2015/16.
•
Capital gains tax payment for 2014/15.
•
Balancing payment – 2014/15 income
tax/Class 4 NICs.
•
Last day to pay any balance of 2013/14
tax and Class 4 NICs to avoid an
automatic 5% late payment penalty.
•
Deadline for amending 2014 Tax Return.
•
Last day to file the 2015 Tax Return
online without incurring penalties.

DISCLAIMER - PLEASE NOTE: The ideas shared with you in this newsletter are intended to inform rather than to advise. Taxpayers’ circumstances do vary and if you feel that tax strategies or
commercial suggestions we have outlined may be beneficial it is important that you contact us before implementation. If you do or do not take action as a result of reading this newsletter, before
receiving our written endorsement, we will accept no responsibility for any financial loss incurred.

